DREAM IT. SERVE IT. PROFIT WITH IT.

Big bold flavors and crunchy ice are the building blocks for a whole array of tasty drinks that create a buzz and attract customers like a magnet.

Smart, durable and reliable, Chill-X Frozen Beverage Machines make it easy for you to serve it up, switch it up, and minimize clean-up later.

Frozen beverages are the hottest thing happening. So, let your imagination soar, and watch your beverages sell like crazy!

FROZEN FRUIT DRINKS
GOURMET TEA SLUSHIES
FROZEN CAPPUCCINOS
ICY HOT CHOCOLATE
PROTEIN SMOOTHIES

FREEZE UP. PROFIT ON!

Dazzle your customers by serving a variety of tasty frozen drinks.

Think frosty, get profitable.

Put a Curtis Chill-X Frozen Beverage Machine on your counter. Don’t settle for anything less.

CHILL-X

For more information, contact your local Curtis Representative.

Wilbur Curtis Co., Inc. / 6913 Acro Street / Montebello CA 90640
800.421.6150 / 323.837.2300 / Tech Support: 800.995.0417
www.wilburcurtis.com
PURE BLISS.
WITH CURTIS CHILL-X
FROZEN BEVERAGE MACHINES.

Designed to deliver consistently tasty, tantalizing frozen drinks — draw after draw, our entire line of frozen beverage machines is infused with smart technology and built with legendary Curtis attention to quality and detail. You’ll get an impressive return on investment, plus an avalanche of smiling customers.

STRAIGHT-THRU AIR FLOW
FOR ZERO SIDE CLEARANCE.

Luscious frozen fruit drinks, gourmet tea slushies, icy hot chocolates. The Curtis CHILL-X features a straight-thru air flow which allows for zero side clearance installation. The airflow operators the ability to create an impressive and popular slushie center by placing multiple units side-by-side on the counter. Plus the CHILL-X is easily serviced without access to the side panel. All serviceable parts are reachable directly from the unit’s removable front panel.

RUGGED, EASY-TO-USE, AND SIMPLE TO CLEAN!

Drip Tray Full Indicator
Helps prevent unsightly, time-wasting spills and clean-up.

Easy to Clean
The Curtis CHILL-X automatic product refill system reduces labor with the optional CHILL-X automatic product refill system. No need to prepare the mix and refill the machine, the auto fill feature does it automatically. The system draws in fresh water and syrup separately and the mixture is blended and product flows out through the top connection. The asymmetric bowl assures better mixing and ideal consistency.

STRAIGHT-THRU AIR FLOW
FOR ZERO SIDE CLEARANCE.

Luscious frozen fruit drinks, gourmet tea slushies, icy hot chocolates. The Curtis CHILL-X features a straight-thru air flow which allows for zero side clearance installation. The airflow operators the ability to create an impressive and popular slushie center by placing multiple units side-by-side on the counter. Plus the CHILL-X is easily serviced without access to the side panel. All serviceable parts are reachable directly from the unit’s removable front panel.

AUTO REFILL SYSTEM
FOR CONTINUOUS PROFITS.

Auto Fill Kit Part #: WC-100254K (Sold Separately)

Patented Ergonomic Push-Pull Handles
Dispense drinks with minimal effort simply by pushing the top handle or by pulling the bottom one.

PRODUCT LEVEL SENSOR
Detects tank level and signals auto fill system to refill unit.

Syrup Out Indicator
LED light alerts the operator when syrup concentrate container is empty.

Main Switch
Concentrate Inlets
Water Inlet
Mix Outlets

Easy to Clean - valves features "Dispense" or "Sanitize" position. No need to disassemble to clean system.

Fresh Water Supply Line - standard 3/4" hose thread adapter

110VAC Transformer & Cord

Pre-Set Mixing Ratios - standard 1:5

Reduce labor with the optional CHILL-X automatic product refill system. No need to prepare the mix and refill the machine, the auto fill feature does it automatically. The system draws in fresh water and syrup separately and the mixture is blended and product flows out through the top connection. The asymmetric bowl assures better mixing and ideal consistency.

Reducing work with the optional CHILL-X automatic product refill system. No need to prepare the mix and refill the machine, the auto fill feature does it automatically. The system draws in fresh water and syrup separately and the mixture is blended and product flows out through the top connection. The asymmetric bowl assures better mixing and ideal consistency.